Text: John 10
Subject: The Good Shepherd
Dole Notes: Volume: 6 Chapter: 142 Page: 95
Age Group: Beginners, 3-5

Basic supplies: 
- scissors
- glue
- markers
- paper
- paint

Materials:
- small picture of the Lord
- photographs of the children
- white cardboard or poster board (or heavy paper)
- crayons
- cotton balls, glue (or popcorn and glue)
- yarn, hole punch, scissors
- coat hanger

Teacher preparation:
- bend the hanger into a circle, and tie four pieces of yarn to it
- punch a hole in the picture of the Lord and tie to yarn
- with the 5 pieces of yarn tied in a knot, hang the mobile from the ceiling
- draw lambs on cardboard

Procedure:
- cut out lamb
- on one side, glue picture of self and frame with cotton (draw face)
- on other side, write name (draw face)
- punch hole and tie to yarn
- hang from coat hanger mobile
- teacher calls each lamb by name and child answers

Notes: you can have them draw little self-portraits instead of using photographs

Music: first song: 3 (top); 12 (top); 21; 29; 30
Lori’s tape: I am the Door; Little Lost Lamb (Tape III)
Liturgy: